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OFFICE OF 


             AIR AND RADIATION 


MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Peer Review of ICF Draft Report for Small SI Engine Technologies and 
Costs 

FROM: Cheryl Caffrey, Assessment and Standards Division 

TO: Docket EPA-HQ-OAR-2004-0008 

Under contract with EPA, ICF Consulting prepared a draft report which estimated 
costs for emission control technology that could be used to reduce exhaust emissions 
from small Spark Ignition (SI) engines ≤19kW.  The report provides a description of the 
technologies under consideration and presents a detailed set of estimated costs.  The 
analysis includes variable costs, fixed costs, overhead, and operating costs.  This report 
was prepared consistent with EPA’s quality guidelines, which require us to maintain a 
high degree of transparency regarding the source of data and information, and regarding 
the assumptions and analytical methods used to reach our results and conclusions. 

To identify any potential errors or misjudgments that may have been made in this 
work or methodology, we underwent a peer review process.  Two individuals with 
experience in engine technology and costs were chosen by EPA to review the draft 
report. In particular, they were directed to focus their review on the descriptions of the 
available emission-control technologies and the estimated costs.  The directions to the 
peer reviews may be found in Attachment 1 to this memo.  Note that the public will have 
an opportunity to review and comment on the cost report during the notice and comment 
period for the proposed rulemaking for new Small SI Engine emission standards. 

The two peer reviewers were Steve Griffin, Carnot Emission Services, and John 
Anderson, an independent consultant. Mr. Griffin’s comments are hand-written on the 
draft cost report and included as Attachment 2.  Mr. Anderson’s comments are included 
as Attachment 3.  We directed ICF to address these peer review comments in a new 
version of the cost report. This updated cost report is available in the docket.1  The rest 
of this memo gives an overview of the comments and the updates made to the ICF cost 
report with specific comment responses to some technical and cost comments in Tables 1 
and 2, respectively. 

  “ICF Small SI Engine Technologies and Costs, August 2006” ICF Consulting, prepared for the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, August 2006, Docket Identification EPA-HQ-OAR-2004-0008-0506. 
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Summary and Analysis of Comments 

Mr. Anderson’s comments were primarily based on the presentation and format of 
the report as well as on the technical content and documentation of cost resources used in 
the report. The technologies for analysis were provided to ICF by EPA.  A detailed 
discussion of the engine types, emission control technologies, and technological 
feasibility is provided in the draft Regulatory Impact Analysis for the proposed exhaust 
emission standards for small SI engines.   

Mr. Griffin provided additional information to help clarify costs for design, 
research and development and testing small SI engines.  This information was generally 
incorporated into the report. Mr. Griffin also provided some technical comment of which 
some was incorporated and some was not based on EPA’s experience with emission 
testing and aging of such engines. 

In summary, Mr. Griffin provided comments that the design, research and 
development, and testing costs were too low and need to consider costs of  prototype 
engines used in durability testing. The cost of design, research, development, and testing 
costs were increased significantly in the updated report to address Mr. Griffin’s 
suggestions.  The prototype engine was also included in the durability testing.  Mr. 
Griffin also commented on the some of the hardware cost estimates.  No changes were 
incorporated for no alternative suggestions were offered and ICF stood behind their cost 
estimates. 

Mr. Griffin commented that the markups used in the cost report for labor, 
overhead, and warranty were too low. Mr. Anderson commented that the basis for these 
rates was not documented adequately.  The basis for these markups is presented in the 
draft RIA and is consistent practice in the cost analysis for similar rules.  The variable 
cost markups are based on an analysis that was performed on markup of costs of goods 
sold as presented in engine manufacturer annual reports.2 

Mr. Griffin commented that the test fuel price used to calculate certification and 
durability testing costs were too low and a suggestion of $5 per gallon was made.  The 
test fuel price was increased as requested due to Mr. Griffin’s knowledge of the topic.  
Mr. Griffin also commented that the cost of gasoline used to calculate fuel savings was 
too low. As a result, the cost of gasoline was increased based on average retail gasoline 
prices (without taxes) reported by the Energy Information Administration for 2005.  The 
usage estimates are based on the NONROAD model and were not modified.  The 
gasoline price was updated as described above and cites were provided for this and the 
factors used to project engine operation. Anticipated impacts on fuel consumption are 
consistent with the NONROAD model and are described in the docket.3 

A number of editorial comments were included with the exception of Mr. 
Griffin’s comment on including Class IA and IB as engine certification categories.  The 
Phase 3 rulemaking generally treats Class IA engines as handheld and Class IB engines 

2 “Update of EPA's Motor Vehicle Emission Control Equipment Retail Price Equivalent (RPE) Calculation 
Formula,” Jack Faucett Associates, Report No. JACKFAU-85-322-3, September 1985, Docket 
Identification EPA-HQ-OAR-2004-0008-0204. 
3 “Phase 3 Technology Mix, Emission Factors, and Deterioration Rates for Spark-Ignition Nonroad 
Nonhandheld Engines at or below 19 Kilowatts for the NONROAD Emissions Inventory Model,” 
Memorandum from Phil Carlson to Docket EPA-HQ-OAR-2004-0008, U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, Office of Transportation and Air Quality, Ann Arbor, March 8, 2007.  Docket Identification EPA-
HQ-OAR-2004-0008-0546. 



as nonhandheld. Additional comments and EPA responses are included in Table 1: Cost 
Comments and Responses and Table 2: Technical Comments and Responses. 

Table 1: Technical Comments and Responses 

Page Comment EPA Response 

1 3-2 Mr. Anderson: Eight common 
combinations of valve configuration/useful 
life/displacement/power were used for 
costing purposes (Table 3-1).  The 
derivation of these combinations is 
important. If they were assigned by EPA, 
then a reference to an EPA analysis should 
be included. 

The combinations are based on current Phase 2 
useful life certification categories.  Specific 
SV/OHV breakout in Class I 125 hours useful 
life is for technology differences only.  These 
specifics are described further in the Draft RIA. 
The cost report was completed prior to the 
Draft RIA. 

2 3-4 Mr. Griffin: Cylinder liners may consume 
10-20% of engine power to do correctly? 
What is meant by better cooling fluid flow 
at the top of the cylinder lining? Air or 
liquid? 

EPA believes the use of a cylinder liner will 
not decrease available power.  Small SI engines 
are air and water cooled.  Improved fan design 
can provide more cooling air. 

3 3-5 Mr. Griffin: Does not agree the carburetor is 
set rich to account for air leaks over time.   

This phenomenon has been noted in EPA’s 
experience of engine aging and emission 
testing in 2002-2006. 

4 3-6 Mr. Anderson: Looking at 3-way catalyst, 
why not look at a simple oxidation catalyst 
configuration? 

EPA provided the technology list to ICF for 
costing.  The specific catalyst technology was 
chosen based on EPA’s experience with testing 
of small SI engines and catalysts.  The reason 
for using the particular catalyst technology is 
explained in the Draft RIA. 

5 -- Mr. Anderson: The baseline engines should 
be defined with precision. 

“Table 3-1 Engine Parameters Used for 
Costing” lists the baseline engines in general 
(valve configuration, useful life (hours), engine 
power (hp) and average units per Year per 
Engine Family).   The description states “nearly 
all baseline engines are air-cooled, carbureted, 
lack any exhaust after-treatment and have 
either one or two cylinders.”  The variety of 
quality  in engine design and production in this 
industry varies from the “high quality high 
durablility” engines to the consumer use mower 
quality.  The percentage of each technology 
contained in the ICF report that is used in the 
cost analysis is contained in EPA’s 
spreadsheets for the cost analysis. 

6 
5-11 Mr. Anderson: Include some background on 

the assumptions used for the catalyst 
specifics such as catalyst volume to engine 
displacement ratio, precious metal loadings, 
etc. 

This information was determined from work 
done for EPA’s Safety Study1 . EPA 
provided the technology list to ICF for costing.  
Further discussion is found in the Draft RIA. 

1EPA Technical Study on the Safety of Emissioon Controls for Nonroad Spark-Ignition Engines <50 
Horsepower, EPA420-R-06-006, March 2006. 



Table 2: Cost Comments and Responses 

# Page Comment EPA Response 

1 4-1 Mr. Anderson:  does not like that the 
fact that 4.1 Hardware Costs states 
hardware costs are low for EFI 
because they need to be low. 

The marketplace has produced different EFI 
designs for different applications including 
simpler designs for low cost equipment (see Draft 
RIA), such as systems for scooters versus 
automobiles.  The low cost of consumer 
equipment with small SI engines depends on low 
cost technologies. 

2 4-2 Mr. Griffin doesn't agree with the 
60% fringe rate for labor and 29% 
hardware markup. 

ICF modified the 60% fringe rate for labor to 
45% fringe and 40% overhead markup based on 
research at www.salary.com of Wisconsin 
salaries and fringe. 

In Dec 2005, EPA investigated the annual reports 
for companies for their markup rates over three 
years (2002-2004) and verified the 29% estimate. 

3 4-2 Mr. Griffin states that the 5% 
warranty markup should be 8-10%.   

EPA is keeping warranty at 5% for the industry 
wide cost analysis.  This is an estimate of the 
incremental change in warranty claims, not the 
total warranty burden.  EPA believes this is an 
appropriate estimate. 

4 4-3 Mr. Griffin suggested increasing the 
$100/test for dynamometer test time 
to $400/test. 

EPA has increased the Cost/test for dynamometer 
test time to $250/test from $100/test.  The overall 
cost estimate is within the suggested range of Mr. 
Griffin. 

5 4-4 Mr. Griffin: Design costs/month for 
an engineer are way low 

Costs were modified via www.salary.com. The 
rate for an engineer increased to $64.41.  The 
amount for design costs per month is now 
$10,306.  This will result in an increase in design 
costs for each technology. 

6 4-4 Mr. Griffin: Development 
costs/month are too low – suggests 
28,000/month. 

Costs were updated via www.salary.com. The 
result was changed to $28,704/month including 
number of technicians, engineer and test related 
costs.  This will result in an increase in 
development costs for each technology. 

7 4-4 Mr. Griffin: Suggests $5/gallon test 
fuel cost 

EPA investigated current estimates and updated 
the cost estimate to that suggested. This will 
result in an increase in certification and durability 
costs for each engine family. 

8 4-4 Mr. Griffin:  Certification test costs: 
where are costs for facility capital, 
idle time, down time and retests? 

EPA updated the cost estimate to reflect the 
amount charged by Mr. Griffin in recent emission 
test work.   Engine manufacturers have test 
facility expenses that are similar to independent 
laboratories. 

9 4-4 Mr. Griffin:  Durability testing: do 
not agree that one technician can 
watch four dynamometers running 
engine aging cycles. 

Changed to one technician per engine oversight. 



# Page Comment EPA Response 

10 4-5 Mr. Griffin:  What about emission test at 
near zero (<12 hrs), mid-pt and useful 
life? 

Page 4-5 describes Engine Dynamometer 
Durability Testing Costs.  Certification costs 
including emission testing are pulled together 
in the cost chapter of the Draft RIA. 

11 4-5 Mr. Griffin:  Bring costs in line with 
current practice.  Add cost for 
prototypes, double scheduled 
maintenance, add extra run time for 
engine warmup, etc. Add in 
dynamometer test costs. 

Agreed to changes.  Costs increased for 
Class I also due to items 1-6 in this Table.   

12 4-6 Mr. Griffin: “Absolutely no way” 
regarding Class II engine dynamometer 
durability testing costs. 

EPA updated costs in accordance with 
changes made for Class I. 

13 4-7 Mr. Griffin:  Field durability cost 
estimates questioned. 

Field durability cost also increased due to 
labor rate increase, fuel cost increase, etc. 
added hours for realistic run of field test.  
Added technician hours where there were 
none. 

14 4-9 
Mr. Griffin and Mr. Anderson:  
Operating Costs:  estimates for per gallon 
fuel costs too low, load factors and 
annual activity rates and discount rates 
are unexplained.  

Costs per gallon changed with comment 
from Mr. Griffin. Annual activity rates and 
load factors from EPA NONROAD model 

15 4-9 
Mr. Anderson: Benefits other than fuel 
economy improvements should be 
outlined and estimated. 

EPA believes the fuel economy benefits are 
the best estimate for operating cost savings 
from this proposed rulemaking.  Other things 
such as improved durability and precision 
resulting on lower maintenance/repairs on 
these equipment types is subject to the piece 
of equipment and user maintenance, etc. 

16 4-10 Mr. Griffin: 46%-47% load factor should 
be used in estimating fuel savings  

EPA used 37% and 50% to represent the 
most used application of a lawnmower and 
garden tractor.    These figures are consistent 
with EPA’s emissions model, which takes in 
use operation into account. 

17 5-1 Mr. Griffin: 2000 hr Class II engine still 
has way to go to meet 50% reduction 
HC+NOx.   

EPA has removed the 2000 hour useful life 
option from the proposal. 

18 5-1 Mr. Griffin:  Says most engines have oil 
pressure switches in Class II 

EPA does not agree based on work with 
consumer Class II equipment. 

19 5-2 Mr. Griffin says there should be some 
distinction between high and low volume 
sales families with respect to R&D. 

EPA estimates apply to the whole industry, 
so we provide a single estimate that weighs 
the high and low sales families. 

20 5-2 Mr. Griffin: $834 filing fee with EPA The filing fee is an existing cost for the 
industry. The cost analysis accounts for new 
costs due to the Phase 3 rulemaking. 



# Page Comment EPA Response 

21 5-4 Mr. Griffin: expressed concern over the 
price parts estimates for the pressurized 
oil system components.  Expects tooling 
costs would be more. 

No quantitative suggestions offered by Mr. 
Griffin.  EPA did double the modified 
crankshaft, etc. for 125UL Class I SV engine 
category. 

22 5-7 Mr. Anderson:  Cost estimate may be too 
high if two injectors are costed for a 
throttle body fuel injection in a two 
cylinder engine. 

Mr. Griffin:  states that the oxygen 
sensors and wiring harnesses are too low. 

The cost analysis assumes that only 33% of 
Class II engines use two fuel injectors.  A 
single throttle body injector for a twin-
cylinder engine would likely cost less than 
two separate injectors, so it is true that the 
estimated costs would be slightly too high for 
this scenario. 

After reviewing the figures, we continue to 
believe the estimated costs for oxygen 
sensors and wiring harnesses are appropriate. 

23 5-7 Mr. Griffin: How does fixed R&D cost 
of closed loop become less than open 
loop? The more variables, the higher the 
cost. 

In the case of electronic fuel injection, closed 
loop systems give design engineers a 
powerful tool for controlling emissions.  As a 
result, overall R&D is smaller. 

24 5-9 Mr. Griffin:  Cast iron cylinder liners – 
requires complete redesign for Class I 
engines. 

We believe the R&D allotted for adding 
cylinder liners. 

25 5-10 Mr. Griffin:  Three way catalyst for 
single cylinder small SI engine - Design 
and Development will need more than 7 
months.  No recommendation. 

EPA staff designed and developed catalyst 
systems in such time for the proposal.  The 
total time to design and develop a system 
will likely decrease overall once a protocol is 
established.  The EPA Safety Study provides 
a number of design ideas for the engine 
manufacturer to develop a feasible catalyst 
muffler system.    

26 Back 
Page 

Mr. Griffin: What is the additional cost 
to consumers?  Baseline = 0?, Bells and 
Whistles = $xxx.xx 

The work of the cost chapter in the Draft 
RIA is to utilize the cost estimates from the 
ICF report into a cost estimate for engine/ 
equipment manufacturers to meet the Phase 3 
proposed standard.   



Dear Reviewer: 

We appreciate your agreement to participate in peer review for this study. 

EPA is pursuing a proposal that would set new, more stringent emission standards for 
nonroad spark-ignition (SI) engines.  We have prepared a set of reports by contract to 
estimate the cost of introducing a variety of emission-control technologies.  The attached 
reports estimate costs separately for Small SI engines, sterndrive/inboard Marine SI 
engines, and outboard/personal-watercraft Marine SI engines.  Each report provides a 
description of the technologies under consideration and presents a detailed set of 
estimated costs.  The analysis includes variable costs, fixed costs, overhead, and 
operating costs.  We prepared these reports consistent with EPA’s quality guidelines, 
which require us to maintain a high degree of transparency regarding the source of data 
and information, and regarding the assumptions and analytical methods used to reach our 
results and conclusions (see http://www.epa.gov/quality/informationguidelines/). 

Our goal for this peer review is to identify any errors or misjudgments that we may have 
made in this work or methodology.  In particular, we would like your review to focus on 
the descriptions of the available emission-control technologies and the estimated costs.  
Note that the scope of the report does not include an assessment of the degree to which 
the individual technologies will control emissions, so it is not necessary to comment on 
the appropriateness of applying the control technologies to reach a certain emission level.  
Note also that we are separately evaluating the safety implications of the emission-control 
technologies under consideration, so this is also outside the scope of this peer-review 
effort. 

No independent data analysis is required for this review, nor is it required that you 
duplicate or verify the results. 

Your comments should be provided in separate reports that include your name, the name 
and address of your organization, what material was reviewed, a summary of your 
expertise and qualifications, and a statement of any real or perceived conflicts of interest.  
Your comments should include a summary describing the nature of your review and your 
findings and conclusions. Please also send an electronic file with your comments, either 
via e-mail or on a diskette.  We will include your reports in the rulemaking docket that 
we have established for this rulemaking.  We intend to compile all the peer-review 
materials into a collection of files for each of the cost reports, so you should send us three 
separate peer-review reports for the different engine categories represented by the cost 
studies. The comments should be sent to me via e-mail at stout.alan@epa.gov, or by mail 
to: 

  Alan Stout 

Assessment and Standards Division 

U.S. EPA 


  2000 Traverwood Drive 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
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Although EPA will eventually release this report along with your comments, we would 
appreciate your cooperation in not sharing the cost reports or your comments with anyone 
until we make them public. 

We would appreciate receiving the results of this review within three weeks. 

If it is acceptable, you will be paid a flat fee of $1,000 for your review of these cost 
reports. In your cover letter, please indicate the number of hours actually spent on the 
review; spending fewer or more hours than our estimate will not affect the fee paid for 
this work, but will help us improve our future estimates.  A purchase order form is also 
included showing payment information.  You may expect to receive payment in full 
within forty-five days of submitting your reports and a copy of the invoice to us.  Please 
send your invoice directly to: 

  RTP Finance 

  Mail Drop MC-D143-02 


109 T.W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 27711 


Thank you for your time and consideration.  If you have any questions about the scope or 
process of this review, please contact me by phone at 734-214-4805 or e-mail at 
stout.alan@epa.gov. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Stout 
Assessment and Standards Division 
Office of Transportation and Air Quality 

Enclosure 

http:stout.alan@epa.gov


Mr. Stout. 

Holly Schmidt 
<hgschmidt@sore-aces.com> 
Sent by: Holly Schmidt 
<hgschmidt@sore-aces.com> 

Received Date: 
06/08/2006 05:11 PM 
Transmission Date: 

06/08/2006 05:11:30 PM 

To Alan Stout/AA/USEPA/US@EPA 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Peer Review 

Steve Griffin was contracted to provide three separate peer-review reports for the different engine 
categories represented by the cost studies.  He provided these reviews in hand when he was in Ann 
Arbor. Attached are Steve’s credentials and an overview of the Carnot Emission Services, the company 
he owns and operates. 

Holly Schmidt 
Office Manager 
Carnot Emission Services 
616 Perrin, KellyUSA 
San Antonio, TX 78226 
(210)928-2230 
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    ÍCES C A R N O T E M I S S I O N S E R V I C E S 

616 Perrin, KellyUSA  • San Antonio, TX 78226  • (210) 928-2230 • www.sore-aces.com 

Engines 

•	 Research 
•	 Combustion 
•	 Emissions 
•	 Heat 

Rejection 
• Friction  
•	 Analysis 

•	 Development 
• Testing 
• Durability 
• Mapping 
• Emissions 

Emissions 

•	 Research 
•	 Development 

•	 Deterioration 
Factors 

•	 Certification 
•	 Audit 
•	 Compliance 

Services 

•	 Support 
•	 Consulting 

January 31, 2006 

To Whom It May Concern 

Subject: “Facility and Equipment Description” 

Carnot Emission Services is a multi-million dollar engine R&D lab that was 
established to conduct emission research, development, testing, and emission 
certification for on-highway motorcycles and nonroad engines ranging from 
0.75 hp to 500 hp.  CES is located on a privatized military base, and due to 
our extensive government infrastructure for compressed air, cooling capacity, 
and electrical power, our testing is accomplished on AC regenerative 
dynamometers only. 

Hardware 

Speed Control is easily maintained within ± 0.2 rpm of point.  Torque 
Control is less than 2% of point with calibrations that are better than 0.1% FS. 
Torque is measured with Lebow© in-line torque meters having maximum loads 
ranging from 4.3 ft-lb to 1750 ft-lb. 

Emission sampling is accomplished by either an 8" or an 18" full-flow dilution 
tunnel, CVS-PDP system, or in rare cases, raw sampling.  Emission 
capabilities include: 

HC R1 = 60 ppm, R2 = 400 ppm, R3 = 2500 ppm 
NOx R1 = 60 ppm, R2 = 400 ppm, R3 = 2550 ppm 
CO R1 = 100 ppm, R2 = 600 ppm, R3 = .5% 

R4 = 10%, R5 = 12% 
CO2 R1 = 2.8%, R2 = 12% 
O2 R1 = 4.08, R2 = 19.96% 
ICO2 R1 = 0.5%, R2 = 3.98% 

With exception to the R5 12% CO cylinder, all bottles are EPA 
Protocol/RATA class blends provided by Scott Specialty Gases and Air 
Liquide.  The emission analyzers are Emerson Rosemount with the bench 
system provided by Richmond Instruments.  During raw emission sampling on 
small engines (i.e. power under 25 hp), fuel flow is measured gravimetrically 
using a Transuder Techniques 10 lb scale.  Instrumentation is recorded 
electronically and calibrated regularly.  For larger engines, MicroMotions are 
used. 

All temperatures are measured with Type K thermocouples except during 
heat rejection on liquid cooled engines.  In this case, only 4-wire RTDs are 
used.  Barometric pressure is measured with a 26"Hg to 32"Hg Sensotec 
pressure transducer, and all other pressure transducers are manufactured by 
Validyne. For your reference, we are currently looking at changing from 
Validyne and Sensotec to GE Druck for our future pressure transducer needs. 
Electronic calibrations are performed using an Ectron 1120 Thermocouple and 
voltage calibrator for temperature and data acquisition, and a Heise calibrator 
for pressures. 

2006 Equipment List and Experience.wpd Specializing in Small Offroad Engine Services 



Control Software 
Temperature control is completed with Watlow temperature controllers. 

PDP Speeds are controlled with a variable frequency drive with base flow calibrations at 15 
Hz, 25 Hz, 35 Hz, 45 Hz, and 55 Hz. 

Dynamometer control is completed with Carnot Emission Services proprietary software and 
hardware. 

Throttle Controllers are provided by Jordan Controls 

For particulate sampling and weighing, we use Pallflex 47 mm filters, and a Sotorius SC2 scale 
having a 2.1 g max., and a 0.1 microgram resolution that meets current EPA 2007 emission 
sampling requirements. 

Dilution tunnel calibrations were performed with a Meriam Instruments LFE for both the primary 
and secondary dilution tunnels.  Periodic propane recovery checks are also performed on the 
dilution tunnels using a Horiba single CFO.  Smoke opacity measurements are conducted with a 
CalTest smoke meter. 

Each dynamometer and engine installation is mounted on either a 4x6, 4x8, 4x9, or 5x12 
engine bed plate that has been anchored and pressure grouted for reduced vibration and ease of 
installation and alignment. All test cells are equipped with test cell and intake air temperature and 
humidity control allowing us to regularly produce F factors of 1 ± 0.01, if desired.  Humidity and 
Dewpoint temperature are monitored and electronically recorded from a Vaisala instrument. 

Fuel blends are available for CA PII, EPA Indolene, Diesel 2-D low sulfur, and a multitude of 
pump grade fuels.  Numerous other electronic, stainless valves, fittings, hardware, software, and 
equipment are used to support this lab along with a complete machine shop for rapid fabrication 
of engine mounts, fly wheel adapter plates, and other equipment. 

If you have any questions regarding the emission certification testing, equipment, or 
provisions, please contact me at (210) 928-2230, or via FAX at (210) 928-1233, or via email 
sgriffin@sore-aces.com. 

Sincerely, 

Steven E. Griffin 
President and CEO 
Carnot Emission Services 

2006 Equipment List and Experience.wpd Specializing in Small Offroad Engine Services 
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STEVEN E. GRIFFIN 
President and CEO 

B.S. Mechanical Engineering, The University of Texas/San Antonio, 1992 
M.S. Mechanical Engineering, The University of Texas/San Antonio, 1993 

Mr. Griffin began working for Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) as a student engineer in May of 1991 where he 
supported the Engine and Vehicle Research Division on various projects. Upon graduation from the University of Texas 
at San Antonio (UTSA) in 1992, Mr. Griffin enrolled in graduate school and participated in two consecutive summer, 
graduate research internships at Air Force Phillips Laboratory, Kirtland AFB, New Mexico. The summer research 
resulted in an Air Force Office of Scientific Research subcontract to continue computer modeling of latent energy storage 
canisters for space power thermal management systems. As a UTSA principal investigator, he focused on developing 
numerical procedures to successfully evaluate the overall performance of phase change canisters using a fully implicit, 
piece-wise linear, finite-difference approximation that eliminates the nonlinear phase-front constraint. 

Mr. Griffin briefly worked in SwRI’s Center for Nuclear Waste and Regulatory Analysis Division in an ongoing effort 
by the Department of Energy to successfully develop the first high-level waste repository in the Yucca, Nevada site. His 
participation focused on storage containment and ion-induced corrosion. Since completing his master’s degree in 1993, 
Mr. Griffin has been an adjunct professor and instructor of thermal science courses for UTSA and ASHRAE. 

Mr. Griffin rejoined SwRI in the Spark-Ignition (SI) Engine Development group in the Department of Engine 
Research. Although his work focused primarily on SI gasoline engines, Mr. Griffin has undertaken various projects 
related to gasoline, diesel, liquified petroleum gas, and natural gas engines as well as component evaluations. Some 
of the component testing included a natural gas injector study aimed at establishing performance characteristics of 
prototype and conventional injectors. Mr. Griffin has also worked to improve engine performance through modifications 
to chamber head and port geometry by enhancing in-cylinder swirl and tumble. Other component projects included spark 
plug research to determine the effects from carbon and metallic-oxide accumulation along the insulator, mass flow gas 
sensor characterization as a function of temperature and pressure, and engine test cell instrumentation and controls. 
Mr. Griffin has conducted intake valve deposit studies to investigate several mechanisms of carbon deposits on valves 
and has also performed several diesel emission model estimates for steady state and transient hybrid bus applications. 

Mr. Griffin’s engine experience ranges from small engines like 33 cc gasoline generators and single cylinder 0.3L 
IDI spark-assisted, commercial aviation diesels to large diesels like 64L 16 cylinder emergency power units for 
submarines and 110 L 16 cylinder locomotives. Mr. Griffin has conducted quick-look research to determine the effect 
of spark plug rim-fire on engine performance and emissions. Mr. Griffin managed and engineered SwRI’s efforts to 
conduct world-class benchmarking of vehicles and engines to provide supplemental vehicle and engine testing for 
General Motors’ Contemporary Engine Evaluation program and competitive analysis. Through this program, Mr. Griffin 
has further developed extensive laboratory, computer, and technical skills required for stringent vehicle and engine test 
criteria. Mr. Griffin was awarded an internal research project to test a NASCAR Winston Cup engine for combustion and 
air/fuel ratio distribution. He has completed model-based EGR evaluations for comparison to benchmark data, presented 
two SAE technical papers and other topics. Mr. Griffin was awarded a 1998 Engine and Vehicle Research plaque for 
“outstanding and dedicated service”. 

Mr. Griffin transferred to the Certification, Audit, and Compliance Section of the Emission Research Department 
(ERD) in October 1999. His responsibilities included heavy-duty, on-highway and nonroad, gasoline and diesel engine 
and emission testing for utility, industrial, commercial, and recreational type applications. Mr. Griffin’s participation in 
the ERD expanded services to include EPA and CARB certification application support, marine engine development, 
LP and CNG forklift development, small offroad engine (SORE) research and emission certification, and the department’s 
use of LabVIEW and other data acquisition hardware. Mr. Griffin’s work has been recognized and cited by the EPA and 
CARB for heavy-duty on-highway gasoline, large spark-ignited nonroad (forklift), marine, and small offroad (SORE), and 
nonroad (diesel) emission testing. Mr. Griffin has helped manufactures achieve EPA/CARB engine certification. 

Mr. Griffin resigned from SwRI in September, 2002 to establish Carnot Emission Services (ÍCES) as a premier 
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Summary 

As described in greater detail in the body of this peer review, I find the draft final report 
prepared by ICF to be weak in both editorial aspects of the presentation and in the 
technical details needed to fully understand the analyses presented.  While the quality of 
the report is certainly sufficient for the proposal stage of a rulemaking, it should be 
revised prior to final action.  Following are some key areas for improvement: 

i. Clear and precise identification of the baseline configurations used for each case. 
ii.	 Derivation of the four valve configuration/ useful life/ displacement/power cases 

for each engine class. 
iii.	 Clear referencing and justification for all key assumptions throughout the report. 

(One set of examples from the catalyst cost section: provide references for the 
assumptions driving catalyst cost - catalyst volume to engine volume ratios, 
precious metal loadings, class I engine use of a catalyst-in-muffler configuration 
with class II engines using an independently canned catalyst with an air ejector, 
the split between metallic and ceramic substrates.  The draft final report contains 
no justification for any of the assumptions chosen.) 

iv.	 Expansion of the operating cost analysis to consider improved engine durability 
resulting from some of the technology improvements analyzed, which could 
translate into reduced frequency of repairs and/or a longer useful life. 
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Introduction 

In this peer review report I look at the draft final report prepared by ICF Consultants from 
two distinct aspects. First will be a number of comments on presentation and format of 
the report. While not as important as the actual technical content, editorial weakness can 
serve to obscure a clear understanding of the material being presented. 

My second focus will be on the technical content of the draft final report.  This is, of 
course, the most critical aspect of the review.  Unfortunately, as I will describe in greater 
detail below, this report is lacking a significant amount of the documentation needed to 
allow the reader to critically assess the cost analysis. 

The analysis that follows will review the draft final report section by section, beginning 
with the introduction. 

Analysis 

Introduction 
It is here in the introduction that significant editorial issues begin to present themselves.  
The end of the first paragraph uses the three terms “advanced technology,” “engine 
redesign,” and “exhaust aftertreatment” to categorize the types of changes contemplated 
for the new rule. The very next paragraph replaces advanced technology with “updated 
technology,” and includes within that category something called “improved engine 
design” even while retaining the “engine redesign” category as a separate item for the 
next sentence. 

These sorts of casual confusions appear regularly in the whole report, and can easily 
confuse the reader and/or lead one to think that the authors do not understand their 
material well.  The final report should be reviewed carefully for editorial consistency and 
clarity. 

Background 
No comments on this section 

Technology Description 
The second paragraph of this section opens with another editorial misstep, which is also 
technically incorrect. It states that for “fuel induction” ICF considered electronic fuel 
injection electronic carburetors and mechanical fuel injection.  Unfortunately, fuel 
injection is not fuel induction. 

This section identifies only a three-way catalyst option for aftertreatment.  It should 
explain why it is not also going to analyze a simple oxidation catalyst configuration. 
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It is in this section that the draft report identifies a set of 8 “common” combinations of 
valve configuration/useful life/displacement/power which were used for costing purposes 
(Table 3-1). Since these combinations are used throughout the cost analysis, their 
derivation is important.  If they were assigned by EPA, then a reference to an EPA 
analysis should be included. If developed by ICF using EPA data, then the derivations 
should be provided. 

Baseline Technologies 
This one sentence section states that the baseline technology package considered varies 
with the advanced technology to which it is compared. On its face, this statement seems 
incorrect. That is, the baseline engine should be a fixed entity or set of entities, to which 
modifications are made as needed to adapt the required new technology.  If the baseline 
varied, the cost comparisons would be confounded. 

The sentence also references an earlier discussion of the topic of a varying baseline 
engine. I found no such discussion in my review.  If it exists I missed it. 

Finally, neither here nor in any other part of the report are the baseline engine(s) defined 
with any precision. 

Advanced Technologies 
In this section, the three categories of technology to be analyzed have morphed into 
“engine modifications, improved fuel delivery, and exhaust after-treatment.”  In the 
subsequent sub-section, “engine modifications” changes again, into “engine 
improvements.”  These are clearly a different grouping of the changes to be examined 
than the taxonomy used in the introduction of the report.  I have no preference for how 
the various improvements are categorized, but the approach should be consistent 
throughout the draft report. 

Engine Improvements 
This section notes that improvements to engine design enhance both engine performance 
and durability. These factors should be given further consideration in the discussion of 
operating costs, since they would reduce maintenance and/or increase the useful life of 
the engine. 

Overhead Valve Configurations 
No comments on this section. 

Pressurized Oil Systems 
No comments on this section. 
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Cylinder Liners 
No comments on this section. 

Electrically-Controlled Carburetion 
No comments on this section. 

Mechanical Fuel Injection 
No comment on this section. 

Electronic Fuel Injection 
This section describes one of the benefits of electronic fuel injection as “the ability to 
change more instantaneously…”  The phrase “more instantaneously” is particularly 
poorly chosen. 

The discussion points out that the injector can be mounted in the throttle body or the 
intake manifold, and states that for two-cylinder engines two injectors are used.  This 
would be incorrect for TBI, which would still only need one injector.  If this assumption 
is used in the cost analysis, it would lead to an estimate that is too high. 

Catalysts 
This section states that three-way catalysts “are likely to be incorporated on some small 
engines models…”  Unless the emission standards are deliberately catalyst-forcing, this 
statement is in need of further justification. 

It seems that there could also be an ox-cat based strategy used that should be included in 
the analysis. Even if NOx control is going to be required, the engine could be tuned for 
low NOx and an ox-cat used to clean up the HC and CO emissions.  This would increase 
fuel consumption, but at least for the smallest engines fuel consumption is less of an issue 
than first cost. A simple ox-cat would be less expensive than a three-way system. 

The discussion of catalysts includes a number of assumptions that effectively drive the 
cost. These assumptions are undocumented, and therefore cannot be critiqued. This is 
hardly appropriate for a “transparent” analysis.  The assumptions are: 

1.	 The catalyst volume to engine displacement ratio. 
2.	 The precious metal loadings. 
3.	 The washcoat composition. 
4.	 The assumptions that Class I engine catalysts will be in the muffler while Class II 

engine catalysts will be separately canned and have air injection for cooling. 
5.	 The assumption of a 50/50 split for metallic and ceramic substrates, as well as the 

cell density of each. 
6.	 The assumption that substrate costs can be calculated based on standard sizes 

being used for a variety of applications beyond small SI engines. 
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Cost Methodology 
This section begins with the repeat of earlier statements that costs were determined 
“relative to a baseline that could differ for each technology type.”  As I noted in my 
earlier comments, this appears to be an incorrect methodology.  Additionally, there is no 
more definition of baselines in the report than this, with its vague “could differ.”   

In this section, the methodology discussion for moving from separate engine model based 
costs to the estimates of the report describes the process with this language: 
“representative averages of all costs collected were used for each technology.”  There is 
no further description of what this means or how it was carried out in practice. 

Hardware Costs 
The hardware costs section makes a rather inappropriate statement about hardware costs, 
which are estimated to be below about $75 for all systems considered.  It seeks to explain 
this low cost by saying “This low price emanates from the need to maintain costs 
associated with these engines low,…”  Besides the awkward use of the word “emanates,” 
the sentence seems to be saying that the cost estimates are low because they need to be 
low, as if a low target were driving the analysis rather than the nature of the hardware 
itself. 

Labor rates used for hardware costs are, as in nearly all of the assumptions in the draft 
report, given with no reference or justification to support the numbers.  The hardware 
cost markup of 29% is referenced (perhaps the only source reference in the document), 
but the reference is a 1985 report by Jack Faucett Associates.  It is hard to imagine that 
mark-up rates have not changed in over 20 years.  Supplier mark-up and warranty mark-
up are, once again, given with no reference or justification. 

Fixed Costs 

Here the statement is made that 5 years is “typical” for the time to recover investments 
for the small SI engine industry.  There is no discussion or reference as to what this claim 
is based upon. 

Design and Development 
There are numerous assumed values in this section (e.g., annual cost and fringe rate for 
an engineer, technician salary and fringe rate, number of dyno tests per month and their 
unit cost) which are totally un-sourced. 

Certification Testing 
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More numbers without basis are found in this section. Table 4-3 details the number of 
technician and engineer hours separately for five stages of certification testing, the 
amount of fuel needed for testing and costs for each, all in great detail.  Unfortunately, 
without any explanation or reference for the source of all these numbers, it is impossible 
for me to evaluate any of them. 

Durability Testing 
This section has the same underlying flaws as the certification testing discussions.  I will 
not repeat them again. 

Tooling Costs 
No comments on this section. 

Operating Costs 
This section uses unexplained per-gallon fuel costs, load factors, annual activity rates and 
discount rates in its calculations. 

More importantly, it fails to discuss any impact on operating costs other than possible 
fuel economy improvements.  An analysis should be made of the in-use impacts of the 
improved durability and precision expected from many of the included technology 
changes. Improved durability could translate into a longer useful life, or perhaps cost 
savings by the manufacturer at the current useful life.  It could also translate into fewer 
repairs for the purchaser, although in some of the options this would need to be balanced 
against potential repair needs for more elaborate fuel systems.   

Results 
By the time one reaches this section, little is left other than to “turn the crank.”  New 
factors or assumptions appearing in the results section that have not been mentioned 
earlier are lacking in justification, just as those in earlier sections of the draft report. 

Conclusions 

This report is well organized and presents extensive tables showing its results in detail.  
However, it is significantly lacking in details justifying the underlying assumptions 
needed to make the analyses transparent; it is these assumptions that determine the 
outcome of the cost analysis.  It is, in fact, not possible to verify the accuracy of the 
results without this information.   

To correct this deficiency the report should be significantly revised for any final 
rulemaking action.  
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